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when using the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services, you are responsible for any updates or revisions of the samsung tv app sdk and/or documentation and/or smart tv services that become
available after the date you first accessed the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services. you are responsible for obtaining any such updates and revisions from samsung, and you agree to do so
without any cost or obligation to samsung. you are responsible for obtaining the necessary permissions from your end users to use the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services. samsung shall

not be liable to you for any costs or damages that you incur as a result of your failure to obtain such permissions. samsung reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to change, modify, suspend, remove or discontinue
the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services at any time without notice. if you violate the letter or spirit of the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services, or if you are in

breach of any of the other terms and conditions of these sdk terms, samsung may terminate the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services immediately. limitation of liability. in no event shall
samsung be liable to you for any direct, indirect, special, consequential, or incidental damages, including without limitation loss of use, profits, goodwill or other intangible losses (even if samsung has been advised of
the possibility of such damages), or damages for loss of data, loss of revenue, or loss of business opportunity, regardless of the form of action, whether in contract, warranty, torts (including negligence), or otherwise,

arising out of or related to (i) the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services, (ii) your use of the samsung tv app sdk, documentation and/or smart tv services or (iii) your violation of these sdk
terms. some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for incidental or consequential damages. in such jurisdictions, samsung's liability is limited to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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6.1 samsung, in its sole discretion, reserves the right to modify the samsung tv app sdk at any time
without any notice to you. such changes, including but not limited to the addition of new features,

functionality, and capabilities to the samsung tv app sdk may be made in the future and are subject to
change by samsung at any time without notice to you. by using the samsung tv app sdk, you agree to
be bound by any changes to the samsung tv app sdk. samsung is not responsible for any damage or

loss that you may incur, directly or indirectly, as a result of any such change or of your use of the
samsung tv app sdk after such change has been made. 7.1 samsung does not provide warranties or
representation, express or implied, as to the operation or performance of the samsung tv app sdk.

samsung disclaims all implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, accuracy
of data, title, quiet enjoyment, and non-infringement. samsung does not warrant that the samsung tv
app sdk will be compatible with all equipment or software, nor that the samsung tv app sdk will meet

all of your requirements. samsung does not guarantee uninterrupted or error-free operation, and
assumes no liability for any damages of any kind, whether direct, incidental, indirect, consequential or
otherwise, arising out of your use of the samsung tv app sdk. 8. 1.4 the developer is solely responsible
for the proper usage of the sdk and documentation, including, but not limited to, the use of the sdk for

any purpose other than as intended by samsung. the developer is solely responsible for the cost of
obtaining and maintaining all licenses, rights and ownership of intellectual property. 5ec8ef588b
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